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Abstract

Recall two distinct features of online advertising: (1) the displayed ads are highly targeted such that

they are shown only to interested consumers, (2) most platforms show multiple ads on the same page.

For example, in case of Google, a consumer searching for gaming laptop will be shown multiple sponsored

search ads, all of which will be closely related to gaming laptops. These features, create an unintended

externality for the advertisers, that is, this results in an advertiser’s ad appearing next to his competitor’s

ad. In this paper, I consider whether the externality from the number and quality of other ads impact

advertisers, in terms of their ad value as well as their reported willingness to pay for the ad. To study

this I develop a model for firms’ advertising competition and consumers’ ad response. I estimate the

parameters in this model using a rich data set from Yahoo! that provides detailed information about each

ad, including the advertisers bid and the consumers response to the ad. The estimation exploits variation

in quality and number of ads displayed on Yahoo! to identify impact of externality on an advertisers bid.

I estimate the consumers ad-click decision using discrete choice model and advertisers willingness to pay

using a partial identification method. The ads are grouped into sub-categories using a machine learning

clustering algorithm.

The results show that the externality has a significant and negative effect on the advertiser’s bid

(reported willingness to pay) in multiple categories such as Laptop, Car-Insurance market, Collectible

Coins, TV Cable with the estimates indicating that each additional ad reduces bid by 19%, 11%, 2.5%,

30%, respectively. Furthermore, externality has a non-linear effect on bid. For example, in the car-

insurance category the externality from adding a second ad decreases the bid by 40% while the eighth
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ad decreases it by 11%. This essentially means that the impact of competitors’ ads is more when there

are fewer ads present, and after a certain number of competitors’ ads are added, additional ads have

minimal impact. On the consumers’ side, the results show that the probability of a click is higher for

a higher ad-position, a more detailed search by the consumer and a more popular search query. The

findings also have implications for Yahoo!́s ad revenue. From Yahoo’s perspective, increasing the number

of ads per page has both a negative and a positive effect on the total ad revenue. It affects revenue

positively by increasing the number of ads sold per page. However, each additional ad decreases the

payment from existing ads due to increased externality. To address this issue, I suggest a change in the

pricing mechanism where the advertisers can report their bid depending on number of other ads shown

on the page.
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